
Introduction

I wrote this poem to inform readers of the consequences of climate change. I also wrote this poem 
to tell the story of a group of children like us who decided to take action and help stop climate 
change.

Title: Climate Change's Wrath
Author: Jack Chapman

Twas year six from Sandy House,
Who learnt of global warming,
They all got together
And a notion started forming.

The notion was to stop
The global sea level rise,
That would result from climate change
And would end in their demise.

In class they held a poll
To think of a fundraiser,
That would raise money for a worthy cause
That would stop this global opposer.

After much discussion and debate,
A compromise was made,
An idea from Jack Chapman
That would soon start their crusade.

Everyone made scarves,
They all worked hard and long,
Well into the night hours,
To help make our planet strong.

They had countless scarves of wool
By the time that they had finished,
Of different colours, shapes and sizes
And all completely unblemished.

Then every day after school
They set up a table and a chair,
And sold those scarves for an hour a day
At ten dollars a pair.

They would sell the scarves no matter what
Be it hail, rain or thunderstorm,
Be it lightning, monsoons or gale force winds
Those children never grew forlorn.

They sold those scarves for a tote of three weeks,
Before finally they ran out,
For there was a supply and demand issue
Of that there was no doubt.



The money they raise they donated
To the Climate Council organisation,
Who used that money carefully
To save our planet from damnation.

And if everyone around the world
Does activities such as these,
Then maybe we can slow climate change
And stop the rising seas.

For a rising sea will be bad for all,
There will be a horrendous outcome,
For the seas dictate a lot of things,
And the future for our fish is glum.

For the oceans are not just gaining in height
They are increasing in temperature too,
And an increase in the seas temperature
Makes the ocean food chain askew.

And when the ocean food chain
Is in a state of confusion,
The effects will be felt right through the world
And unhappy will be the conclusion.

For when there is a hotter sea
It is harder for plankton to survive,
And all those who depend on them
Of a food source, they will be deprived.

And those who depend on them,
Although you may think it is quite small,
Is really the entire marine food chain,
And those who rely on them all.

For one billion people around the world,
Rely on fish to eat,
As well as people whose income,
Relies on selling fish meat.

But the seas also control
A very powerful force,
Weather changes with hotter seas,
And dictates history's course.



For as the seas warm up
More hot air is created,
And this hot air creates more extreme weather,
Causing some places to be vacated.

But although these consequences
Sound frightening and rather dire,
There are things we can do
So we can have a future we desire.

There are many things that you can do,
Though they may seem rather small,
To help stop global warming
And create a bright future for us all.

You can turn all your lights off
When you are not in a room,
And fully unplug appliances
To limit the energy we consume.

You can use renewable energy
Instead of gas, coal and oil,
And use energy efficient appliances,
So our planet does not boil.

So come on everyone,
We must all do our piece,
We MUST save the planet,
And global warming must ....... cease.


